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Alternative method of investigating surface torsional anchoring energy
for pure nematic liquid crystals
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The investigation of the surface anchoring energy for nematic liquid crystals has always been an im-

portant branch of liquid crystal physics. By measuring the twist angle in the twist cell and the surface
torsional angle between the rubbing direction and the liquid crystal director at the substrate boundary,
an alternative measuring method of the surface torsional anchoring energy for pure nematic liquid crys-
tals without chiral materials is given. The torsional anchoring energy of the interface between 4-n-

pentyl-4'-cyanobiphenyl and rubbed polyimide is determined.

PACS number(s): 61.30.Eb, 68.10.Cr, 68.35.Md

I. INTRODUCTION

The surface alignment of nematic liquid crystal mole-
cules on a treated substrate is an important and inevitable
process for preparing experimental samples and practical
devices. The investigation for the mechanism of the
liquid crystal molecules orientation has always fascinated
a lot of scientists, and the surface anchoring energy is a
key parameter in their studies.

Many methods of measuring the surface anchoring en-

ergy have been given, such as surface disclination [1,2],
Freedericksz transition [3,4], high field [5,6], etc. Indeed,
they play an important role in the investigation for sur-
face anchoring of liquid crystals. However, the methods
noted above are mostly used to measure the polar anchor-
ing energy; information concerning the torsional anchor-
ing energy is relatively scarce. Sato, Sato, and Uchida in-
vestigated the relationship between the rubbing strength
and the surface torsional anchoring of nematic liquid
crystals by Cano wedge cell [7], but chiral materials had
been doped in their experimental liquid crystal materials.
Oh-ide, Kuniyasu, and Kobayashi measured the torsional
surface coupling strength using high magnetic field [8].
In this paper we measure the surface torsional anchoring
energy of pure nematic liquid crystals without chiral ma-
terials for the case without an extra field.

II. THEORY

As we know, according to Frank's elastic theory a
liquid crystal is an elastic fluid and the state of the even
and consistent alignment of the liquid crystal molecules is
the state of the minimum of the bulk energy, which is the
most stable state of liquid crystals. When the rubbing
directions on both substrates in the cell have a cross an-
gle to each other, the nematic liquid crystals injected in
the cell also form a twist structure by the surface anchor-
ing force. If the surface anchoring strength is weak, the
direction of the surface orientation of liquid crystals devi-
ates from the rubbing direction due to a spontaneous
twisting elastic power of nematic liquid crystals. This de-
viated angle is determined by the balance between the

fb = ,'K22(tt. ~-d)'d

f, = ,'ET sin p, —. (3)

Here, K22 is the twist elastic constant, d is the cell gap,
E& is the torsional anchoring energy, p, is the deviation
of the director at the surface from the rubbing direction,
and g, is the actual twist angle of the director in the cell.
The relation between lb, and p, can be expressed by the
following equation:

(4)

where g, is the angle between the two rubbing directions
on both substrates.

The director orientation in the cell is obtained by
minimizing f, or Sf/5tp, =0, which gives the torque bal-
ance equation as

K22(f, Id)= 2Ez sin2qr, . —

From this equation, the surface torsional energy is ex-
pressed as

Er = (2Kq~ ttt, )l(d sin2y, ) .

Equation (6) can be rewritten by substituting Eq. (4) as

Ez =(2K2~$, )j[d sin(g„—f, )] .

(6)

Equation (7) indicates that ET can be measured if the
cell gap, the actual twist angle, and the angle between the
rubbing directions in the cell are known. Figures 1 and 2
clearly illustrate the theoretical relations among ET, g„
and+ .

twisting elastic power and the torsional anchoring ener-

gy; from this angle, the torsional anchoring energy can be
calculated using the elastic theory.

In the twist liquid crystal cell, the free energy per unit
area is obtained by the sum of the bulk elastic energy fb
and the surface energy f, as in the following formula:

f =fb+2f,
where
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From Eq. (8), we can get the minimal transmission condi-
tions

dices of refraction of liquid crystals, respectively, and A, is
the wavelength of incident light. If 8, 2, then 0=8„in
which 8, is the pretilt angle of liquid crystals.

The transmission T can be minimized with respect to
and Pc by

=0, &0, =0,6T 5 T 6T
(9)

50o

FIG. 1. The theoretical relation between ET and y, .

The actual twist angle and the cell gap may be mea-
sured by the experiments described by Lien [9] and Lien
and Takano [10],where they used the Jones optical prop-
agation matrix.

According to the Jones optical propagation matrix, the
optical transmission of twist nematic liquid crystal cell
between two polarizers can be described by the following
formula:

I

l(I, +2' f» =—(m/2)m,

where m is the odd integer, and

( 1+u ) cos ( t/1+ u l(I, ) sin(2$, —2tj(I )

—sin ( t/1+ u g, ) sin(2$, —2' )

—+1+u sin(2+1+ u f, ) c os(2$, —2g ) =0 .

The optical phase difference from the twist nematic cell
can be related by

sin( 1+u f, )sin(g, —g )
1+u

2

+ cos(+1+u g, ) cos(g, —l( )
'

sin ( 1+u P, )c so(g, +2go f), (8)—
1+u

tan(5„—5» ) = A /8,
where

A = —u sin(2V1+u f, ),
8 =+1+ ucos(2$, ) cos(21/ 1+u g, )

+ sin(2$, ) sin(2t/1+u f, ) .

(12)

where

7rd n~
Q =

't/1+ w sin~e

and

—n,

2
ne

n,
d—1, e= f e(—z)dz.

d 0

Here, g, is the twist angle, go is the angle of entrance of
the liquid crystal director with respect to the transmis-
sion axis of the entrance polarizer, ltI is the angle be-
tween the transmission axes of the exit and entrance po-
larizer, n, and n, are the ordinary and extraordinary in-

Here, 5„and 5 are the optical phases of the X axis and 1'
axis.

under the minimal transmission can be measured
easily by rotating the polarizers and the liquid crystal
cells. The phase dN'erence (5„—5 ) can be determined

by using a compensator. After 1(», the phase difference is
known; by solving Eqs. (11)and (12), the actual twist an-

gle g, and the cell gap d can be determined. The mea-

surement uncertainty of this method is within 1% for the
result of the cell gap and within 1' for the result of the
twist angle [9,10].

III. TORSIONAL ANCHORING ENERGY
AT 4 n-PENTVIA'-CVANOBIPHENVL (ICB)

-POLYXMIDE INrrRFACE

~. I.«g;)

FIG. 2. The theoretical relation between P, and q&, .

The method was applied to an interface between liquid
crystal 5CB and rubbed polyimide (which was supplied
by Changchun Institute of Applied Chemistry, Chinese
Academy of Sciences). The experimental cells
were prepared as 0 —90' cells ($„=0—m /2). The
rubbing strength parameter % was expressed by
A =N/ [2nrn/(60u) 1],where I, N, r, n—, and u stand for
the depth of the distorted portion of the fabric on a rub-
bing machine, the repeated times of the rubbing, the ra-
dius of the drum, the rotation rate of the drum, and the
translating velocity of the substrate, respectively. In the
experiments, the rubbing strength is A = 10 cm.

Using the crystal rotation, we measured that the pretilt
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FIG. 3. The experimental results of f„and y, .

angle of liquid crystals is 1'.
Figure 3 shows the experimentally determined results

of |)(„and y, . From this relation, we obtain the surface
torsional anchoring energy Ez as

Ez=(1.0+0.1)X10 Jm

This result is the same as other reports [8,11].

IV. DISCUSSION

In order to examine the efFect of the uncertainties in P,
and d on the resultant torsional anchoring energy Ez.,
from Eq. (7), we can easily get the error in Er as

5Ez =Ez I [( I/lt, )+ cot(f„—f, )]5/, —(1/d)5d j,
(13)

FIG. 4. Second-order Stting of the surface energy function

by the function of the form f, =
z Er sin q, + 4E, sin q&, . (a)

Ez.=1.3 X 10 J m and E& = —8.9X10 Jm; (b)

Ez =1.2X10 6 Jm and E&=—8.9X10 7 Jm; and (c)
Ey =1~ 1X10 Jm andE&= 8.9X10 Jm

where Ez- and E„are the coefficients of expansion, which
can be expected to more or less reflect the symmetry of
the interaction working at the interface. Therefore,

df, /dy, =
—,
' sin2y, Ez+ g E„sin "p,

n=1

As long as the van der Waals [12,13] or steric [14] in-
teraction is dominant, the higher-order terms in the ex-
pansion are considered to be relatively unimportant. Fig-
ure 4 shows two trial functions incorporating the second
higher-order term.

From the torque balance condition 5f /5y, =0, we can
obtain

5Ez /Ez = [( I /f, )+ cot(f, —lt, )]5/, —(1/d)5d .

(14)
df, /dp, =

—,'Kzz(g„—2y, )/d . (17)

f,=
—,
' sin y, Ez+ g E„sin "y, /(n+I)

n=1
(15)

In accordance with the method to measure the twist
angle and cell gap, the relative errors in f, and d are
5|t,=0.017 rad and 5d ld =0.01, respectively. Then, we
can determine that the errors in Ez are 3-10% if the
twist angle is 90'—35', and that the errors are more than
10% if the twist angle is less than 35'. It is clearly shown
that, for this measuring method, the obtained result of
Ez is more accurate when the twist angle is more than
35'. Additionally, this method, without extra field, was
avoided bringing in ions or the flexoelectric effect under
high field.

On the other hand, at planar cells, considering the in-
version symmetry of nematic liquid crystals, we may ex-
pand the surface energy function in a power series of
sin %s.

Using the relations indicated by Fig. 3 and Eq. (17), the
experimental results of df, /dy, are obtained and shown
in Fig. 4.

According to Fig. 4, the fitted second-order coeScient
E

&
with the experimental results is a negative:

E, = —8.9X10 Jm and ET=1.3X10 6 Jm

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has given an alternative measuring method
of the surface torsional anchoring energy for pure nemat-
ic liquid crystals (without chiral materials) by measuring
the actual twist angle in the twist cell and the surface tor-
sional angle between the rubbing direction and the liquid
crystal director at the substrate boundary. The torsional
surface energy at the 5CB-polyimide interface was found
to be well fitted by the function of the form
—'ET sin y, +—'E& sin y, with ET-1.3X10 Jm and

Ei 8.9X 10 J m
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